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A new standalone military SF adventure from the bestselling and award-winning author of The Three-
Body Problem.

When Chen’s parents are incinerated before his eyes by a blast of ball lightning, he devotes his life to
cracking the secret of mysterious natural phenomenon. His search takes him to stormy mountaintops, an
experimental military weapons lab, and an old Soviet science station. The more he learns, the more he comes
to realize that ball lightning is just the tip of an entirely new frontier in particle physics. Although Chen’s
quest provides a purpose for his lonely life, his reasons for chasing his elusive quarry come into conflict with
soldiers and scientists who have motives of their own: a beautiful army major with an obsession with
dangerous weaponry, and a physicist who has no place for ethical considerations in his single-minded pursuit
of knowledge.

 Ball Lightning, by award-winning Chinese science fiction author Cixin Liu, is a fast-paced story of what
happens when the beauty of scientific inquiry runs up against a push to harness new discoveries with no
consideration of their possible consequences.
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From reader reviews:

Rose Knowlton:

What do you think of book? It is just for students since they are still students or the item for all people in the
world, what best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that question above. Every person has several
personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they don't wish do
that. You must know how great as well as important the book Ball Lightning. All type of book is it possible
to see on many methods. You can look for the internet methods or other social media.

John Guenther:

The actual book Ball Lightning has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you make sure to read this book you
can get a lot of help. The book was authored by the very famous author. This articles author makes some
research ahead of write this book. This particular book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after
reading this book.

Jamey Norton:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always try and and must have the free time or they will get great
deal of stress from both day to day life and work. So , when we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not just a robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity have you got
when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you try this
one, reading ebooks. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, often the book you have read is
definitely Ball Lightning.

John Lambeth:

Ball Lightning can be one of your basic books that are good idea. We recommend that straight away because
this guide has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in language, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The writer giving his/her effort to set every word
into delight arrangement in writing Ball Lightning yet doesn't forget the main point, giving the reader the
hottest as well as based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be one of it. This great information can
drawn you into fresh stage of crucial pondering.
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